Style Guide
Create 3-5 wireframe sketches with grids by only using the blocking method. Must use the final format size. Show examples in full size if possible, on black, no other type or information on screen. Show with and without grids. Grid to include, Column, Rows, Modules, and definition of why you chose this grid. Which constraint helped you set this grid?

**Screen size**: 1024 x 768px  
**Grid**: 16 rows by 6 columns

I used this grid for all three versions of my Project page wireframe. Having six columns allowed multiple placement options for images and text (project titles, headings, and descriptions) in ways that portrayed a structured flow.

01 Primary Image  
This option features structured text in a flush left column, and one primary image of the project (with caption) on the right.

02 Carousel  
In this design, a carousel allows the user to page through multiple images from the project (if there is more than one), with disjoint text descriptions below.

03 Flow  
This design is meant to allow the user to flow through the project story, with their eyes being drawn to paired images and text.
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